Purpose -The purpose of this paper is to present special nine-node quadrilateral elements to discretize the un-cracked boundary and the inclined surface crack in a transversely isotropic cuboid under a uniform vertical traction along its top and bottom surfaces by a three-dimensional (3D) boundary element method (BEM) formulation. The mixed-mode stress intensity factors (SIFs), K I , K II and K III , are calculated. Design/methodology/approach -A 3D dual-BEM or single-domain BEM is employed to solve the fracture problems in a linear anisotropic elastic cuboid. The transversely isotropic plane has an arbitrary orientation, and the crack surface is along an inclined plane. The mixed 3D SIFs are evaluated by using the asymptotical relation between the SIFs and the relative crack opening displacements. Findings -Numerical results show clearly the influence of the material and crack orientations on the mixed-mode SIFs. For comparison, the mode-I SIF when a horizontal rectangular crack is embedded entirely within the cuboid is calculated also. It is observed that the SIF values along the crack front are larger when the crack is closer to the surface of the cuboid than those when the crack is far away from the surface. Research limitations/implications -The FORTRAN program developed is limited to regular surface cracks which can be discretized by the quadrilateral shape function; it is not very efficient and suitable for irregular crack shapes. Practical implications -The evaluation of the 3D mixed-mode SIFs in the transversely isotropic material may have direct practical applications. The SIFs have been used in engineering design to obtain the safety factor of the elastic structures. Originality/value -This is the first time that the special nine-node quadrilateral shape function has been applied to the boundary containing the crack mouth. The numerical method developed can be applied to the SIF calculation in a finite transversely isotropic cuboid within an inclined surface crack. The computational approach and the results of SIFs are of great value for the modeling and design of anisotropic elastic structures. Keywords Surface properties of materials, Stress (materials), Physical properties of materials, Elastic analysis Paper type Research paper
Introduction
Defects are commonly originated from the free surface. They are inherent to the structural materials or are developed during manufacturing and fabrication. Thus, study of surface cracks is fundamental to fracture analysis of the involved structure. Regardless of how a surface crack is initiated or introduced in a component, accurate prediction of the fracture conditions (i.e. mixed-mode stress intensity factors (SIFs)) is very important in solid mechanics. There are three basic modes of crack tip deformation in the fracture process: mode-I (tension, opening), mode-II (in-plane shear, sliding) and mode-III (out-of-plane shear, tearing). The fracture mechanical safety of a solid elastic structure can be designed depended on these SIFs (Toribio and Kharin, 1997) . Therefore, evaluation of SIFs along the crack front in linear elastic fracture mechanics has been considerably investigated. However, accurate calculation of SIFs for three-dimensional (3D) crack surface is still an important computational issue in fracture mechanics.
Irwin first introduced the SIFs to describe the stress and displacement fields near a crack tip in 1957 (Irwin, 1957) , and obtained an approximate solution for the crack surface problem in 1962 (Irwin, 1962) . Literature associated with this problem is quite extensive and various numerical techniques have been proposed to obtain 3D SIFs in fracture problems. Mi and Aliabadi (1992) presented the 3D dual boundary element method (dual-BEM) for linear elastic crack problems, and used it to overcome the numerical difficulties associated with the two mathematically identical sides of a crack. Singh et al. (1998) obtained the SIFs using the concept of a universal crack closure integral in 3D isotropic elastic materials. Pan and Yuan (2000) applied the especial ninenode elements to discretize the un-cracked boundary and the crack surface in an infinite space or a finite cube, and also derived the relation between SIFs and the relative crack opening displacements (CODs) technique. Lazarus et al. (2001) compared the mixed-mode I-II or I-II-III SIFs between the theoretical analyses and the experimental results in the brittle solid considering the crack front rotation or segmentation. A new 3D variable-order singular boundary element was presented by Zhou et al. (2005) . These elements can be used for both straight and curved crack fronts in the embedded penny-shaped homogeneous and bi-material interface crack problems. Leung and Su (1995) used the finite element methods (FEM) to investigate the stress distribution and the variation of the mode-I SIF near the mid-plane of the specimen. He et al. (1997) proposed a 3D COD correlation formula to calculate SIFs in 3D fracture problems by using FEM in which the 20-node collapsed iso-parametric quarter-point elements were adopted. Ayatollahi and Hashemi (2007) carried out a 3D finite element analysis to investigate the effect of asymmetric composite reinforcement on the crack tip parameters K I , K II and T-stress. Yue et al. (2007) employed the dual-BEM in their calculation of the 3D SIFs of an inclined square crack within a bi-material cuboid.
In recent years, BEM provides a powerful alternative to FEM particularly in the analysis of 3D fracture problems where better accuracy are required such as damaged material (Hatzigeorgiou and Beskos, 2002) ; dynamic material (Ariza and Dominguez, 2004) ; bi-material (Noda et al., 2006; Qin et al., 2008); thermo-elastic material (dell'Erba and Aliabadi, 2000) ; magneto-electro-elastic material (Zhao et al., 2007) ; non-linear surface crack (Liu et al., 1999) ; multiple-crack (Lo et al., 2005; Popov et al., 2003) ; crack growth (Blackburn, 1999) ; or where the physical domain extends to infinity (Pan and Yuan, 2000) . The most important feature of BEM is that it requires only 2D meshing of the 3D crack surface and the un-crack boundary. BEM is based on the boundary integral equations of displacement and traction, which both being evaluated directly on the boundary. Hence, boundary element codes can be very conveniently used with existing solid modelers and surface mesh generators. This advantage is particularly important for design as the process usually involves a series of modifications, which are more difficult to carry out using FEM. In BEM, the usage of quadrilateral collocation shape functions is a popular method as adopted by many scholars (Ariza et al., 1997; Partheymüller et al., 2000; Ong and Lim, 2005; Mezrhab and Bouzidi, 2005; Guzina et al., 2006) .
In this paper, we present the special nine-node quadrilateral collocation shape functions to descretize (or approximate) the surface crack on the partial boundary. A combination of the dual-BEM (or single-domain BEM) and the relative COD is employed to analyze the mixed 3D SIFs in a transversely isotropic cuboid with any oriented isotropic plane and varying crack plane orientation. Numerical results on the edge crack case show that material and crack orientations can significantly influence the mixed SIFs along the front of the edge crack. Our results on the embedded crack case show that when one of the crack fronts moves to the boundary of the cuboid, the corresponding mixed SIFs can be significantly increased.
Global and local coordinate system relations
In the present paper, a 3D boundary element analysis is carried out to obtain mode-I, mode-II and mode-III SIFs along the crack front of a rectangular surface crack in a cuboid subjected to a tension loading 0 (Figure 1) . The orientation between the material and crack are described respectively by the relation between the global (x, y, z) and local material (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), and between the global (x, y, z) and local crack (x 00 , y
00
, z 00 ) coordinate systems. The surface crack is on the (x 00 -y 00 ) plane with its normal being the Mixed-mode stress intensity factors 1059 z 00 -axis, and is located inside a transversely isotropic elastic finite domain with arbitrarily oriented transverse isotropy. In the material coordinate, the local z 0 -axis is along the symmetry axis of the transversely isotropic material, and the local (x 0 -y 0 ) plane is parallel to the isotropic plane of the material. The inclined angle is defined as the angle between the global horizontal plane (x-y) and the material isotropic (x 0 -y 0 ) plane. is the dip orientation between the y-axis and the inclined plane. In the crack surface, the crack angle is defined as the angle between the global horizontal (x-y) plane and the crack surface (x 00 -y 00 ) plane. It is obvious that the transformations between the local material (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) and global (x, y, z) coordinates and between the local crack (x 00 , y 00 , z 00 ) and global (x, y, z) can be described by the following relations:
where a is the width of the surface crack along y 00 -axis; t is the width of the cuboid along y-axis.
Boundary integral equations
The displacement and traction boundary integral equations for solving 3D linear elastic fracture problems with cracks are based on the dual-BEM (Aliabadi, 1997) or the single-domain BEM (Pan, 1997) approach. We assume that the finite domain under consideration is bounded by an outer boundary S with given boundary conditions. Inside there is a crack described by its surface À (where À ¼ À þ ¼ ÀÀ À , with superscripts ''þ'' and ''À'' denoting the positive and negative sides of the crack). We further assume that the tractions on both sides of the crack are equal and opposite. Then the single-domain BEM formulation consists of the following displacement and traction boundary integral equations (Pan and Amadei, 1996a) :
where c ij are coefficients that depend only upon the local geometry of the uncracked boundary at y S . A point on the positive (or negative) side of the crack is denoted by
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(or x À À ), and on the uncracked boundary by both x S and y S . Also in Equation (3), u j and t j represent the displacements and tractions on the boundary (or crack surface), and U Ã ij and T Ã ij are the Green's functions for displacements and tractions in general anisotropic elastic solid (Pan and Yuan, 2000) . n m is the unit outward normal of the positive side of the crack surface at y À þ and c lmik is the fourth-order stiffness tensor of the anisotropic medium; U Ã ij;k and T Ã ij;k are, respectively, the derivatives of the Green's displacements and tractions with respect to the source point (Pan and Amadei, 1996b) .
The strong singularity of T Ã ij on the left-hand side of Equation (3) can be avoided by the rigid-body motion method. At the same time, the calculation of c ij can also be avoided. The second integral term on the left-hand side has only a weak singularity, and is integrable. Equations (3) and (4) form a pair of boundary integral equations, called single-domain BEMs, and they can be applied to generally anisotropic media. They can be discretized and solved numerically for the unknown boundary displacements (or the relative CODs on the crack surface) and tractions. However, before we apply these single-domain BEMs to calculate the mixed SIFs, we first briefly present the special elements and the technique for evaluating the 3D SIF.
Discretization of boundary integral equations and SIFs evaluation
In order to solve Equations (3) and (4) numerically, the whole boundary (including the un-cracked boundary and the crack surface) of the cuboid is discretized into nine-node quadrilateral curved elements (Pan and Yuan, 2000) . Because of the discontinuities of the displacements across the mouth of the surface crack, the continuous nine-node element need to be modified, as shown in Figure 2 . The incompatible new elements are types 3 and 4 shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, one requires totally four and six different types of elements, respectively, for the un-cracked boundary and the crack surface, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 to discretize the problem boundary. More specifically, the type 1 element can be used to discretize both regular un-cracked boundary and crack surface. The types 2 and 5 elements are obtained by moving nodes 1-3 with a distance of 1/3 along positive 2 -direction; the types 3 and 4 elements are obtained by moving respectively nodes 2 and 3, and 1 and 2 with a distance of 1/3 along positive 2 -direction; the types 6 and 8 by moving nodes 1-3 a value of 1/3 along positive 2 -direction, and nodes 1, 4 and 7 a value of 1/3 along positive 1 -direction. Finally, Figure 2 .
The boundary mesh at the location where the edge crack joints the outer boundary of the cuboid Mixed-mode stress intensity factors types 7 and 9 are obtained by moving nodes 1-3 a value of 1/3 along positive 2 -direction and nodes 3, 6, 9 a value of 1/3 along negative 1 -direction. The global coordinates (x i ), displacements (u i ) and tractions (t i ) at any point within one element on the un-cracked boundary can be expressed as: 
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However, for the relative CODs on the crack element near a crack front, the crack shape functions are multiplied by suitable weight functions for accurate evaluation of the SIFs. It is well-known that for a crack in a homogeneous and anisotropic solid, the relative CODs are proportional to ffiffi ffi r p , where r is the distance behind the crack tip (front). Therefore, for element types 5-7 (Figure 4) , we employ the following approximation for the relative CODs: Mixed-mode stress intensity factors
where j are again the shape functions given in the Appendix. In addition, we use the following two approximations for element types 8 and 9, respectively:
Once the relative CODs are solved in the global coordinates, they can be transformed to the local coordinates (or the crack tip coordinates) to find the SIFs. Assuming that the crack front is smooth and that the crack tip is away from the corner, then the asymptotic expansion of the relative COD field near the crack tip (front) satisfies the generalized plane strain condition in the local coordinates. Actually, if we let r be the distance behind the crack front, then in terms of the relative CODs in the crack-tip coordinate, the three SIFs can be expressed as follows:
where L is the Barnett-Lothe tensors (Ting, 1996) which depends only on the anisotropic properties of the solid in the crack front coordinates. The normalized SIFs (F I , F II and F III ) can be calculated as follows:
where 0 is the applied vertical traction in the problem to be discussed below.
Numerical results and discussion
Consider a linearly elastic, homogeneous, and transversely isotropic cuboid with dimension w Â t Â h, as shown in Figure 1 . Let x, y and z be the global Cartesian coordinates with their origin in the center of the cuboid. A rectangular surface crack of 2a Â a is located in the cuboid with one of its sides along the edge of the cuboid. A local coordinate system (x 00 , y 00 , z 00 ) is attached to the crack with its z 00 -axis normal to the crack surface. The angle of crack orientation is defined as the angle between the global horizontal (x-y) plane and the crack (x 00 -y 00 ) plane. The cracked finite cuboid is under a uniform normal tensile stress 0 applied at the top and bottom faces, as shown in Figure 1 . In the numerical example, the cuboid size is chosen to be w/t ¼ 2, h/t ¼ 4 and the size of rectangular crack 2a/t ¼ 1. The material of the cuboid is a transversely isotropic marble and its elastic properties were obtained experimentally (Chen et al., 2008) as E ¼ 90 GPa, E 0 ¼ 55 GPa, ¼ 0 ¼ 0.3, G ¼ 35 GPa and G 0 ¼ 21 GPa. After checking our program for a couple of special cases for accuracy, 64 and 32 nine-nodal quadrilateral elements are used to discretize the un-cracked boundary and the cracked surface, respectively, for the numerical examples presented below. Furthermore, the SIFs are plotted along the crack fronts (i.e. AB, BC and CD), as shown in Figure 5 .
The variation of the normalized mode-I SIF (F I ) along the crack front for different inclined angles of the material with fixed angle ¼ 0 are shown in Figure 6 . For a horizontal crack ( ¼ 0 ), six types of materials, i.e. the transversely isotropic rocks with six different inclined angles ¼ 0 , 15 , 30 , 45 , 60 and 75 , were selected to calculate the variation of the mode-I, mode-II and mode-III SIFs along the crack fronts. It is observed that the maximum value of F I is equal to 1.33 and occurred in the middle of the crack front BC for the material inclined angle ¼ 60 . However, along the crack fronts AB and CD, the maximum value of F I is reached when ¼ 45
. It is also noted Figure 5 . Discretization of the rectangular crack by 32 nine-node quadrilateral elements Figure 6 . The normalized mode-I SIF along the horizontal ( ¼ 0 ) rectangular crack fronts AB, BC and CD for six different material inclined angle with fixed ¼ 0 within a finite transversely isotropic cuboid Mixed-mode stress intensity factors 1065 that the SIF F I is symmetric along the crack fronts AB and CD only when ¼ 0 . It is also interesting that since the material dip angle ¼ 0 and crack angle ¼ 0 , the SIF F I is symmetric with respect to the middle point of the crack front BC, and that the SIF F I along AB is the same as that along DC. Furthermore, the magnitude of F I along BC is, in general, larger than that along AB or CD for a given material angle .
Figures 7 and 8 show, respectively, the variation of the normalized mode-II SIF (F II ) and mode-III (F III ) along the crack fronts AB, BC and CD for different material angle ( ¼ 0 ) with fixed angle orientation ( ¼ 0 ). Compared to Figure 6 , we observed that the magnitude of the SIF for mode II and III is much smaller than that for mode-I. We also noted from Figures 7 and 8 that the SIF value for mode II and III can be both The normalized mode-III SIF along the horizontal ( ¼ 0 ) rectangular crack fronts AB, BC and CD for six different material inclined angle with fixed ¼ 0 within a finite transversely isotropic cuboid positive and negative, indicating that the crack shearing and tearing can occur in different directions for different material orientations or along different crack fronts. The variation of the SIFs along the crack front for different orientations of material and crack are shown in Figures 9-11 , where the material orientation angles ( , ) are both (0 , 0 ) and (60 , 30 ), and crack angles () are 15 , 30 and 45 . Figure 9 shows the variation of the normalized mode-I SIF F I . It is observed that along BC the curve is symmetric when ¼ 0 and ¼ 0 , and that the maximum value for the crack angle ¼ 15 is larger than that for ¼ 45 (0.958 vs 0.45 in Figure 9 ). Furthermore, the magnitude of SIF F I increases with decreasing crack angle. For the material angle (60 , 30 ), the magnitude of the maximum in F I is roughly 6.25 percent larger than its Figure 9 . Figure 9 ). It is noted that the magnitude of F I along AB and CD is roughly the same as that along BC. As for the mode-II and mode-III, we observed from Figures 10 and 11 that the SIF variation for the shearing and tearing modes F II and F III is much complicated than that of F I . Similar to Figures 7 and 8 for ¼ 0 and ¼ 0 , shearing and tearing in different directions can be observed along different crack fronts.
We study the effect of the crack distance (to the free edge of the cuboid) on the SIFs. Figure 13 . It is noted that when d/t ¼ 0 the crack front DA becomes the crack mouth. Our numerical results show that the F I value increases with decreasing distance d/t, and that the results along the crack front AB are the same as that along CD due to the symmetry of the problem. It is interesting to observe that the maximum SIF along DA is larger than that along BC (1.17 vs 1.07). This phenomenon is due to the fact that the crack front An embedded horizontal rectangular crack located on the z ¼ 0 plane of a finite cuboid. The crack front AD intercepts the outer boundary of the cuboid when the crack moves to the surface along the negative y-direction along DA is closer to the edge of cuboid than the front BC. When the crack is located in the center of cuboid (d/t ¼ 0.25), the SIF variation becomes the same along the crack fronts BC and DA. The maximum SIF values along different crack fronts for different distance d/t are presented in Table I in order to show quantitatively those the effect of the crack distance on the SIFs. Finally, we also study the interactive effect of two edged cracks on SIFs, as shown in Figure 14 . The relative distance ratio L/t (¼0.3, 0.5 and 0.7) are selected to discuss the variation of the normalized mode-I, mode-II and mode-III SIFs along the crack front BC. For two horizontal cracks ( ¼ 0 ), the results of the normalized SIFs with the seven different material inclined angle ¼ 0 to 90 ( is fixed at 30 ) are plotted in Figure 15 . It is observed that the maximum value of F I is equal to 1.64 and occurred in the L/t ¼ 0.3 for the material inclined angle ¼ 45 . However, the magnitude of SIF FI decreases with increasing distance ratio L/t. It is noted that the interactive effect of two edged rectangular cracks is changed with respect to both the distance ratio and material angle. For the mode-II and mode-III SIFs, we observed from Figure 15 that the magnitudes of F I and F II along crack front BC are large variation when ¼ 45
. When the material angle is fixed at ¼ ¼ 0 , the maximum normalized mode-I SIF values along the crack fronts AB, BC and CD are presented in Table II . The result shows that the values of SIF FI decreases with increasing distance ratio L/t (0.3 to 0.8) in order to signify the interactive effect of the relative crack distance on the SIFs. In this study, the normalized mode-I, mode-II and mode-III SIFs along the crack front of a rectangular crack in a cuboid are calculated based on the dual-BEM or the singledomain BEM. Both the crack orientation and material orientation (including the inclined angle and dip angle) of the transversely isotropic cuboid can be varied. A set of six special nine-node quadrilateral elements are introduced to approximate the crack front and the mixed 3D SIFs are evaluated using the asymptotical relation between the SIFs and the relative COD via the Barnett-Lothe tensor. Numerical examples of the mixed 3D SIFs are presented for the transversely isotropic cracked cuboid under a uniform vertical traction on its top and bottom surfaces. Results show that for a horizontal edge crack, the mode-I is symmetric with respect to the middle of the crack front when the material inclined angle ¼ 0 ( ¼ 0 ); otherwise the SIF values are asymmetric. Variations of the SIFs for mode-II and mode-III along the crack fronts are complicated with shearing and tearing in different directions being observed. For an embedded rectangular crack, it is observed that when the crack moves away from the edge, the mode-I SIF will be reduced. For two edged rectangular cracks, the interactive effect on SIFs is varied with both the material orientation and relative crack distance.
